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Abstract

   This paper analyzes the feature of frequency stability and
modulation of airborne telemetry transmitters.  According to
the characteristic of telemetry information transmission,
several methods for frequency stabilization and modulation
are briefly compared.  Emphasis is given to discuss frequency
dividing phase- locked frequeney modulation and on-off keying
modulation and FM/on- off keying double modulation.  With the
view of raising frequency stability and modulation
sensibility, extending the linear range of modulation, the
contradiction between frequency stabilization and modulation
should be coordinated properly.  In addition, a compatible
method between conventional telemetry channel and super fast
signal telemetry channel is introduced.  A satisfactory
result has been acquired with those views and methods used in
engineering application. 
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1. Introduction
With the radioelectronics widely applied in a variety of

field of national economy, the quantity of and sorts of radio
devices are enormousely increased and the interference
possibility among those radio devices are also continuously
increased.  As for usable limited bandwidth specified for the
telemetry, it must be reasonable developed and applied. 
Therefore, it is necessary to study high performance
telemetry transmitter with the characteristic of stable
frequency and excellent modulation.  In the most cases,
crystal oscillator has still used in telemetry transmitter by
certain controlling method to realize frequency
stablilization.  As for the modulation, however, the



different modulation methods in the different cases are
employed to transmit various information.  Consquentely, how
to coordinate various relationship between the frequency
stabilization and the modulation will be the key of which we
shall mainly introduce double modulation (FM / OOK) of the
telemetry transmitter.

2.  Frequency stabilization and modulation
   Frequency stabilization and modulation, on the certain
condition, are contradicted each other, especially in the
course of frequency modulation.  So, it is very important to
coordinate the relationship between frequency stabilization
and modulation.

2.1 Frequency stabilization
   Within the ranges of the limited frequency bandwidth for
telemetry recommended at the IRIG standard, how to develop
and apply the frequency resources is a general rule to which
the designers of the telemetry channel should adhere.  The
IRIG standard stipulates that the frequency stability of the
carrier frequency of the transmitter should be better than ±
3 x 10  on the certain environment condition.  Using quartz-5

resonator, by different controlling methods to cause
oscillation and within the relatively wide ranges of the
temperature and with no special measures, can make frequency
stability reach to ±10 .   Therefore, the quartz resonator-5

forming crystal oscillator is used in the telemetry
transmitter to meet the requirement of frequency stabi1ity,
which is almost without exceptation.  As frequency
stabi1ization and modulation are two aspacts of the
contradiction, frequency stabilization will be mentioned in
the following section about the modulation problems.

2.2  Modulation

2.2.1  Frequency modulation
   The PCM/FM system recommended at the IRIG standard has
many advantage of high accuracy, and easy implementation with
large scale integrate circuit and computer technique.  Hence,
this sort of the telemetry system is widely used in the
modern times.  In this section, we shall mainly discuss
frequency modulation concerning modulation sensibility, and
modulation linearity and frequency deviation, which should be
considered in the engineering design.  From equation (1) we
have known, when the information bandwidth is fixed, both
frequency deviation and modulation index are two
presentations of the same physical phenomenon.
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Where:   -- modulation index of FM wave
f -- peak frequency deviation of FM wave
B  -- bandwidth of the baseband

   Modulation sensibility represents the deviation quantity
of which makes the carrier frequency varing in the unit
amplitude of the modulation signal.  If the amplitude of the
modulation signal is fixed, the higher modulation sensibility
is required in order to get wider frequency deviation.  It
isn' t the goal for the PCM/FM system to restore original
wave but PCM data at the least bit error rate.  So, there is
no high demand for modulation linearity in principle.  But
decision is on the basis of sample level, it still have some
demand for modulation linearity to ensure the voltage value
of the sample time.
   There are two modes for the PCM signals to realize
frequency modulation of carrier.  First, the PCM signal
modulates two oscillators to form frequency keying (FSK). 
Second, the PCM signal modu lates one osci11ator.  Those two
modes can efficently transmit binary data.  But, in the
former mode, when the two frequency convert, the phase
continuity of the oscillator will be destroyed, which would
extend frequency spectrum and cause the loss of energy . [5]

The latter mode is generally employed in the case of narrow
band FM  There are serval methods to realize narrow band FM
for the telemetry transmitter, which we shall discribe and
compare with those methods as follow.

a) Frequency modulation with a crystal oscillator
   Frequency modulation with a crystal oscillator can be
classified direct FM and indirect FM.  Direct FMmeans that
the frequency system of the oscillator is directly controlled
by PCM signal, but indirect FM is that the modulation signal
is firstly integrated and then modulate the phase of the
central frequency of the osc i llator to realize frequency
modulat ion.  The former can acquire the wider frequency
deviation, however, it is obvious to decrease the frequency
stability of the oscillator.  In order to reach the expected
modulation frequency deviation, the frequency stability
should be fell relatively.  Since the latter has less
frequency deviation, it has less influence to the frequency
stability of the oscillator and is unlikely to have too much
loss to the frequency stabi1ity.  As the frequency of the
crystal oscillator couldn't be made too high at present, in
order to acquire the required carrier frequency and frequency



deviation, the frequency multiplier amplifier chain of which
has certain frequency multiplication coefficient must be
utilized, no matter the direct FM or the indirect FM. 
However, the frequency multiplier amplifier chains are made
up of full analogous circuits,with large size and
complication to adjust.  With the rapid development of LSI,
that type of FM method has gradually been replaced by other
modulation methods of which adjustment is easy and operation
convenient.

b) Frequency modulation with the method of
frequency shift
   As shown in Figure 1, stable ultra-high frequency f is
generated by the crystal oscillator and it times N is f  as aL

local oscillator signal to be fed to the mixer.  In the
meanwhile, intermediate frequency FM signal modulated by PCM
signal, which output from voltage controlled oscillator
(VOO), is also fed to the mixer.  Thus, the carrier signal
f =f +f  is selected by the bandpass f lter. o L Mi

Figure 1. Block diagram of using frequency shift to realize
frequency stability and modulation

   A pure FM wave approaching to ideal wave can be acquired
by using a simlpe LC oscillator as intermediate frequency VOO
which is modulated by PCM signal.
   With the method of frequency shift, unstability of the
output frequency can be determined by fol lowing equation:

f =f +f (2)o o L L Mi Mi

Transforming equation (2), we can obtain:

=( f /f + )f /f (3)o Mi Mi L L L o

Where: f — carrier frequencyo

— unstability of carrier frequencyo

f — local frequencyL

— unstability of local oscillator frequencyL

f — intermediate frequencyMi



— unstabi1ity of intermediate frequencyMi

   Equation (3) illustrated that, when f /f .1, the higher ,L o Mi

the bigger f / f  which wi11 lead to considerable differenceMi L

between the unstability of the carrier and the unstability of
the crystal oscillator, and reduce the frequency stability. 
But, the modulation bandwidth of the PCM signal almost isn' t
confined. 

c) Frequency modulation with the frequency dividing
phase-locked loop
   In figure 2, PCM modulation signal f  passes throughM

pre-adjust filter to be eliminated the steep slope of high
frequency, and then is fed to VOO to realize frequency
modulation.  A part of the RF signal outputed from VOO get
psst cascade amplifier.  When the signal reachs the required
level, the frequency f  is outputed.  Other part pass througho

amplifier and frequency divider, and is sent to phase
detector.  In the meanwhile, reference s ignal generated by
the crystal osci1lator is also attached to phase detector at
appropriate frequency and amplitude.  Once the two path
signals are

Figure 2. Block diagram of frequency dividing phase-locked
frequency modulator

compared in phase detector, the formed error signal passing
through amplifier and low - pass filter do frequency control
in VOO by a varactor to make the VOO frequency meet f =Nf =f . v r o

Namely, the frequency is locked at the crystal frequency. 
This loop is called carrier tracking loop circuit, and the
bandwidth of the loop should be lower than the low 1imit of
the modulation spectrum.  Because the modulation signal
doesn't join in feed back of the loop circuit, the VOO
central frequency is locked at the crystal oscillator
frequency when the loop circuit locked. Both the central
frequency of the modulated carrier signal and the crystal
frequency are of the same frequency stability.  The
mathematical model of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Mathematical model of FM phaselocked frequency
modulator

Where:

                      ,

                       , is the Laplace operator

   From Figure 3, we can derive,when no modulation signal put
in (u = 0), the transfer function of the phase-locked loopm

circuit is

(4)

   When the modulation signal has put in (u �0).  We canm

obtain:

(S)=H(S)[ e(S)+U /Kd (S)] (5)v m F

   Equation (5) means that output phase not only relate with
input phase but also adds the phase deviation which is
relevant with the U .  We assume that the phase deviationm

expresses as  (S) v

 (S)=H(S)· U /K F(S) (5.1)v rn d

Substituting H(s) from equation (4) into equation (5.1), we
obtain: 

(6)
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   Equation (6) indicates that attaching modulated signal UM
leads to the output phase variation.  Differentiating the
phase variation can acquire the frequency variation as
follow:

(7)

   From equation (7) we can know, if the higher performence
of FM and the larger frquency deviation are wanted.  f/U  inm

eqation (7) should equate to constant.  When U  is increasing,m

 f is linearly increasing also.  Thus, we must make
F(S)K K /NS<<1.  Assuming that the phase detector is lineard v

and U  (S) is proportional to (S),K  can be considered asd e d

constant.  Therefore, only requirement is to ensure F(S)
/S<<1.  As F(s) is a transfer function of active low-pass
filter, the characteristic of its amplitude-frequency is
drawn in Fig. 4.

   Figure 4. shows that the condition of F (S) /S << 1 can be
met while the frequency of the modulation signal is higher
than the cutoff frequency of low-pass filter (S>B).  That is
to say, it is conditional to achieve an ideal larger
frequency deviation modulation.  In designing loop circuit
filter, the cutoff frequency would be confined by the lowest
frequency component of the modulation signal.  Otherwise, if
the cutoff frequency is fixed, the low frequency response of
the modulation signal would be confined.  Under the normal
condition, the bandwidth of the transfered PCM signal is 
Figure 4. Characteristic of amplititude-frequency of low-pass

filter
determined by bit rate. If we properly coordinate the
relationship between the cutoff frequency of low-pass filter
and the signal bandwidth when transferring PCM signal, that



type of modulator with one -point injection can
satisfactorily accomplish the task of transmission.
Once the wider bandwidth and the lower frequency of
information are needed to be transmitted, the modulator with
two or more point injection can be employed to realize such
requirements. 

2.2.2 On-off keying (OOK) modulation
Here, we discuss another sort of modulation, on-off

keying modulation used to transmit pulse position keying
(PPK) signal.  In other words, using PPK signals to the
stable continuous-wave signal generated by a exciter make OOK
modulation.  The most easy way for OOK modulation is to be
implemented in amplifier behind exciter.

Figure 5. Schematic diagrsm of PPK/OOK modulation amplifier
   In Figure 5, when the f  signal of the exciter is appliedo

to the input of the amplifier, the output will be continuous
f  signal if the direct current offset signal is fed too

amplifier; the output will become the PPK/OOK signal if using
PPK offset signal instead of the direct current offset signal
is fed to.  As shown in Figure 6.  Under an ideal 
condition, there is a carrier frequency pulse formed by the
carrier frequency signal f  in the duration of a PPK pulse;o

otherwise, there is no carrier frequency signal passed
through within the interval between two pulses.  Those are
the procedure of forming PPK/OOK modulation.  We should
indicate that, Within the interval of a PPK, even if there
exists lower level signal which is less 30dB than the level
in the duration of it due to incomplete isolation it couldn't
cause any influence



Figure 6. Waveform diagrsm of PPK/OOk modulation
Where: a) PPK signal

b) Continuouse wave signal inputed from on-off   
               modulation

c) PPK/OOK signal
2.2.3 FM/OOK double modulation
   On the basis of the requirement of the tested object, the
transmission signal of telemetry transmitter can be sparated
into slow change signal, quick change signal, and super fast
signal according to frequency bandwidth.  The slow change
signal and the graded quick change signal processed by
pre-process technique are called conventional telemetry
signal.
   In order to reduce devices, the super fast telemetry
signal and the conventional telemetry signal should be
compatibly combined in a transmisson channel.  Namely, a set
of transmission devices and antennas is used to transmit both
the conventional and the super fast telemetry signal.  Using
frequency modulation/on-off keying (FM/OOK) double modulation
can meet such requirement.
   According to its inherent characteristic, the super fast
signal may be divided two types of signals, time type and
waveform type.  The quantity of information of the super fast
signal for the time type represents within the interval
between two narrow pulses, or within the interval between one
narrow pulse and another certain event occuring monentarily. 
That sort of signal can be easy transmitted with the OOK
modulation.  But, the quantity of information of the super
fast signal for the waveform type represents by the signal
waveforms (the different waveforms express the different
quantity of information).  There are two fundamental methods
to transmit super fast waveform signal:  real time
transmission and pre-processed transmission.  For some super



fast waveform signal, we use the pre-process method to extend
its waveform and then to transmit it by the conventional
telemetry channel.  For other super fast waveform signals
which have no condition of doing pre- process ( no enough
time to process), we can only transmit it in real time. 
However, the problem we should firstly solve is to transmit
both the super fast waveform and its address code.  Whether
FM or OOK would encounter some difficult to accomplish the
two types of signal transmission.
   If we utilize amplitude modulation to complete super fast
waveform signal transmission, the transmitting power is
required with large dynimical ranges because the amplitude
variation of the carrier frequency is proportional to that of
the super fast signal, and the transmitting power is
proportional to the square of the signal amplitude.  Assuming
that the ratio of the highest amplitude of the signal to the
lowest is 4: 1, the ratio of the transmitting powers
corresponding their amplitudes is 16: 1.  That is to say, if
the minimum power of a transmitter is 5 watt, the maximum
power should be 80 watt.  From that we know using AM to
transmit the super fast signal would relatively increase tbe
system power surplus and cause some difficulty to implement.
   If FM is used to transmit the super fast signal, there is
no the problem above in principle.  No matter how much the
signal amplitude changes, the transitting power couldn' t
change and the linear amplification doesn' t require also. 
However, the time utility factor of the powerful transmitter
determined by the super fast signal is very low and isn't
reasonable for the design of a telemetry system.  According
to the requirement of transmitting the super fast signal, for
instance, if the FM carrier power is more than 100 watt,
obviously, the output power of the transmitter should hold on
100 watt in the long time and the time utility factor is very
low.  Furthermore, it is difficult to design such type of an
airbone telemetry transitter into actual application.
   Now we introduce a practical method of the FM/OOK double
modulation to implement the transmission for the waveform and
the address code of the super fast signal.  the transmitter
emerges the state of the powerful output only when the super
fast signal needs to be transmitted.  Otherwise, the
transmitter is keeping in the state of the general power
output to transmit conventional telemetry signal.  The
"exchange" method is used to transit either the conventional
telemetry signal or the super fast signal, which solves the
compatible problem for two sorts of signals.  The principle
block diagram of the FM/OOK double modulation to implement
such compatible function is shown in Figure 7.



Figure 7. Principle block diagrsm of FM/OOK double modulation

   When the switch Kl and K2 are on the point 1, the system
transmits the PCM/FM and PPK/OOK- two sorts of conventional
telemetry signals.  When the switchs on the point 2, only the
super fast signal is transitted.  there are several step to
implement the transmission.  First, the super fast signal is
encoded in the waveform encoder.  Then, after delayed in
certain extent, it is fed to the FM exciter to make frequency
modulation.  It realizes the OOK modulation in the latter
amplifier to which the modulated carrier is attached. 
Finally, the FM/ook double modulation signal is outputed by
the pulse power amplifier.  As shown in Figure 8.

3. Conclusion
   We have introduced the methods of frequency stabilization
and modulation in this paper.  The frequency dividing phase-
locked frequency modulatior can considerably solve the
contradiction between frequency modulation and frequency
stabilization.  The method of the FM/OOK double modulation
not only properly coordinated the contradiction between
frequency modulation and frequency stabilization, but also
solve the compatible problem for both the conventional
telemetry signal channel and the super fast signal telemetry
channel.  All those methods used in engineering application
have acquired satisfactory results.



Figure 8. Waveform diagram of FM/OOK double modulation
Where: a) Encoded super fast waveform

b) Extended waveform of the first pulse of the   
               super fast code

c) FM/OOK carrier waveform 
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